A model for formal neural networks that learn temporal sequences by selection is proposed on the basis of observations on the acquisition of song by birds, on sequence-detecting neurons, and on allosteric receptors. The model relies on hypothetical elementary devices made up of three neurons, the synaptic triads, which yield short-term modification of synaptic efficacy through heterosynaptic interactions, and on a local Hebbian learning rule. The functional units postulated are mutually inhibiting clusters of synergic neurons and bundles of synapses. Networks formalized on this basis display capacities for passive recognition and for production of temporal sequences that may include repetitions. Introduction of the learning rule leads to the differentiation of sequence-detecting neurons and to the stabilization of ongoing temporal sequences. A network architecture composed of three layers of neuronal clusters is shown to exhibit active recognition and learning of time sequences by selection: the network spontaneously produces prerepresentations that are selected according to their resonance with the input percepts. Predictions of the model are discussed.
The central nervous system does not process information under conditions of static equilibrium, but is in constant dynamic interaction with the outside world and possesses the striking faculties to recognize, store, and produce temporal patterns (1) . Yet the many attempts to model neural networks such as the Boltzmann machine (2) or the Hopfield model (3) dealt with systems under static conditions. Models of dynamic behavior have been suggested (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) , but most are grounded on rather ad hoc assumptions on the architectures of the networks or on the learning rules.
In this communication, we propose a model of formal neural networks that learn temporal patterns on the basis of a set of biologically plausible assumptions. Following our current hypothesis (10, 11) , storage of sequences in such networks does not take place as a passive instructive print but is rather the result of active selection (10, 12) among spontaneously generated prerepresentations.
Biological Premises
The model rests upon the following biological premises. Premise 1. Acquisition of Song Behavior in Birds. Singing behavior in birds like Melospiza georgiana or Melospiza melodia is acquired in two distinct phases (13, 14) : a sensory phase, during which the bird hears and memorizes adult songs, and a sensory-motor (or imitation) phase, during which the bird attempts to imitate the memorized songs. The imitation phase starts with the production of almost unstructured utterances named subsong. The next step is plastic song, where syllables can be identified, but in a number four to five times larger than required to cover the adult species repertoire (overproduction) (13) . Finally, the "crystallization" of the adult song is accompanied by the elimination of the superfluous syllables (selective attrition) (13) . Although the picture is obviously more complex in the case of human language acquisition, a parallel between baby babbling and bird subsong has been drawn (13) . Premise 2. Sequence-Specific Neurons. In one of the nuclei involved in bird-song production, referred to as HVc, singlecell recordings show discharge patterns temporally linked to syllable production, some of them with a high degree of selectivity for a given syllable. Many neurons of HVc also respond to auditory features. A number of them, called song-specific neurons (13, 15) , detect sequences of syllables. Sequence-detecting neurons have also been identified in other systems, such as visual systems (16) or the auditory cortex of the bat (17) .
Premise 3. Allosteric Receptors as Regulators of Synaptic Efficacy. The known postsynaptic receptors for neurotransmitters are allosteric proteins (18, 19) (20) , a feature that has been experimentally observed in several systems (21, 22) .
Model
The proposed model is based on the following assumptions. Assumption 1. The Synaptic Triad. The efficacy of a synapse of neuron A on neuron B can be influenced by the activity of a third neuron C, called a modulator (20) . The ordered triplet of neurons A-B-C will be called a "synaptic triad" (Fig. la) if the following conditions are met: (i) the synapse of neuron A on neuron B is excitatory, (ii) prolonged activity of neuron C (on the order of 0.1 sec) causes the A-B synaptic efficacy to increase toward a maximum value, and (iii) long-lasting rest of neuron C causes this efficacy to drop toward a minimal value.
Postsynaptic neuron B of a synaptic triad A-B-C behaves as a sequence detector on neurons C and A: neuron A has no influence on the activity of B, unless synapse A-B has been potentiated-that is, unless neuron C has just been active.
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. The local Hebbian (24) learning rule adopted for a synaptic triad A-B-C is the following: (i) If synapse A-B has recently contributed to the postsynaptic potential of neuron B, that is if neurons C and A have been activated in that order, then (ii) the maximum efficacy of synapse A-B is modified. It increases toward an absolute maximum when, after integration of the postsynaptic potentials generated by synapse A-B, postsynaptic neuron B was activated, and its firing rate reached a threshold value. If on the contrary neuron B remained silent, then the maximum efficacy of synapse A-B drops toward zero.
This rule causes the selection of synaptic triads that stabilize the ongoing temporal activity of the network, and the elimination of those that perturb it. The rule applies only to excitatory modulated synapses constituting synaptic triads. The expression of the rule is the same for a modulated bundle as for a single triad.
The rule involves only modifications of maximum synaptic efficacies, not of time constants. A simple implementation in terms of allosteric receptors (18, 19) is that the postsynaptic receptor of synapse A-B is able to exist under a slowly desensitized state D in addition to the fast desensitized state I. The absolute maximum of synaptic efficacy is determined by the total number of receptor molecules in the synapse. At time t, the synaptic efficacy is bounded by the number of molecules in the states R, A, and I, the transitions to and from I state taking place in 0. (1) . In general the correct successor can be determined only by the knowledge of states prior to the current one. Production networks must thus keep traces of the anterior productions. We call this fundamental property the remanence of previous states. It suggests that a production network is able to recognize and memorize its own outputs. According to the span of its memory, the network will be able to produce sequences of various complexities. Producing sequence 1-2-3-1-2-3, ... does not require any memory; producing sequence 1-2-1-2-1-3, . . . requires a span of three previous states. The degree of a sequence will be defined as the minimal memory span required to produce it.
A ring of "delay-line" synaptic triads produces sequences of degree zero. In that case the modulator, which initiates the transition, is the same as the anterior cluster. This need not be the case because a transition from anterior to posterior can be initiated by higher-order information. If the modulator is a complex sequence-detector cluster, the following state can be chosen according to information on former productions. Remanence can thus be accounted for with synaptic triads. Property 2. Learning Rule and Genesis of Internal Organization. Synaptic triads organized in hierarchical architectures thus perform passive sequence detection and production. Simulations show that these architectures actually develop with the learning rule out of initial disorder and do not require ad hoc wiring.
We took as initial state an architecture with two layers. The first one was composed ofinput clusters, the activity ofwhich was imposed to study the consequences of the learning rule. Each input cluster represented one note in the sequence to be recognized, and only one ofthem could be activated at a time. The second layer consisted of internal clusters, randomly connected to other clusters via many modulated bundles (two upper layers of Fig. ic) .
Differentiation of Sequence Detectors. In a first simulation, only internal clusters received modulated bundles with an-Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 84 (1987) terior and modulator clusters chosen at random among input or internal clusters. This gives them the possibility to detect various sequences in the input signal. Indeed, most clusters initially respond to several sequences ofthe imposed melody. Conversely, each transition is often encoded by several clusters. With application of the learning rule, some of this redundancy disappears, and the activity patterns become much more reproducible. Each cluster finally codes for fewer but more specific sequences. This process of differentiation is illustrated by the activity of internal clusters in Fig. 2 . The learning rule selects among the events that each cluster can detect and chooses those that match the teaching signal. At a high initial diversity, clusters detecting sequences as long as four notes were identified. Hierarchies of detectors may thus develop.
Stabilization of Ongoing Activity. As a second step in the simulation, modulated bundles were added, with the anterior and posterior clusters chosen among input clusters and with the modulator randomly chosen among input or internal clusters. This provided a means to produce sequences ofhigh degree. Consistent with the above analysis, the network spontaneously produced quasirandom sequences. We tested whether the learning rule results in a stabilization of ongoing activity. First, a sequence was imposed while learning occurred. Later on, we checked whether the sequence had been stabilized by allowing reproduction without imposing activity. The following rules were established: "Delay-line" bundles between input clusters are modified first and encode the zero-order regularities of the sequence. Bundles that are modulated by internal clusters are modified later on, after activity of internal clusters has stabilized. These last bundles encode higher-order information such as "if the current state is 1 and preceding state was 2, then the next state should be 3." A priori, sequences of arbitrary degree can be stabilized provided enough diversity is initially present. Fig. 3A shows the production of the first-degree sequence 1-2-1-3-1-4. Control of duration. The standard learning rule drives each synaptic efficacy toward its lower or higher bound, leading to notes of constant duration. This sequence with variable durations was stabilized with the following modified learning rule (replacing Eqs. 5 and 6) that applies if Wb(t -2)Sa(t -2) > 6; [7] then the following modification: recognition are based upon the internal production, out ofthe initial structure ofthe network, of prerepresentations that are compared with the incoming signal or percept. This in turn implies that (i) an "active recognition" network should internally produce temporal sequences and that (ii) percepts alone should not be able to impose the state of the network, which should depend on an interaction between external and internal constraints.
In our model, we meet the second point by decomposing the active recognition network in the following two assemblies (Fig. lc) : a sensory layer, on which percepts are merely imposed, and an internal production network, whose structure is similar to the one described in the previous sections and comprises input and internal clusters. Both the sensory layer and the internal clusters innervate the input clusters. Dendritic summation thus combines perceptual as well as internal components. Resonance (10) will be defined as the matching of these internally and externally produced activities. Simulations confirm the potentialities of this architecture for learning by selection. In the absence of sensory inputs, starting from any initial condition, sequences are spontaneously produced. Initially these prerepresentations are quasirandom, although they partially reveal internal connectivity, but very small sensory weights (inferior to noise level) suffice to influence these productions. With a weak perceptual input, periods of resonance and dissonance are clearly visible in the activity of input clusters (Fig. 2A) .
Learning (13) . Sequences of degree up to one were learned by selection in the network. During active recognition, perception of the beginning of a sequence causes the internal production of the remaining part, thus demonstrating capacities for anticipation and signal restoration (Fig. 2B ). When many choices are possible (for example, when several learned sequences share the same beginning), the maximum efficacies remain high for those transitions that are ambiguous. Differences in the frequencies of presentations of the sequences result in the most frequent one being chosen as the default. Other transitions remain possible with a slightly higher threshold. During recognition, prerepresentations are proposed by the production network and are progressively selected and modified, up to a point where there is only one sequence that is still compatible with the percept. Recognition is then achieved, since the correct sequence can be unambiguously predicted. The model thus incorporates notions of frequency effect (25) and point of identification (26) analogous to those developed for lexical access in psycholinguistics.
Functioning of the network relies on a delicate balance of credit between internal and external constraints. The network can be adapted to diverse tasks by modifying this balance. Letting percepts impose the internal state leads to the neglect of already formed categories and to the processing of "instructions" novel to the network but compatible with its structure; reducing the weight of percepts leads the network to "autism," or simply to false alarms in recognition. Attention may play a role in regulating this balance.
Conclusions
The proposed theroretical network, which recognizes, stores, and produces time sequences, differs from other models in which time is just considered as another spatial dimension (27) or that rely either on an ad hoc architecture (4, 5, 7, 28) or on very finely tuned synaptic efficacies (3) . It comes closer to models that rely on specific properties of the neuronal dynamics, for example, adaptation (6, 29), shortterm changes of synaptic efficacy (8, 9, 30) , interactions between three neurons (31), or other mechanisms for sequence detection (32) .
From an experimental point of view, the model points to the crucial role of synaptic triads in sequence detection and production. It predicts the occurrence of hierarchies of sequence detectors, the remanence of previous productions, and the specialization of sequence-coding neurons in the course of learning. It also suggests that allosteric transitions of postsynaptic receptors might be involved in sequence detection and elementary learning. Finally, the notions that storage and recognition of temporal sequences take place by selection among internally produced prerepresentations and, more tentatively, that the degree of a sequence correlates with its perceived complexity, could be tested in birds and humans by behavioral and/or psychophysical methods.
